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ABSTRACT

In a previous paper we studied the modular properties of indices of elliptic operators

on twisted loop spaces of manifolds with finite group actions. This motivates the introduction

of the universal twisted elliptic genus. This genus can be interpreted as a ring homomorphism

from the equivariant bordism ring MU? to a ring £££?. It is shown that the functor X -> £££? =

MU?(X)<g>uua £££?defines an equivariant homology theory, and that the associated cohomology

theory satisfies a conjecture of Atiyah and Segal about generalized Lefchetz formulas.
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R INTRODUCTION

A question of E. Witten about the rigidity, under the action of Lie groups on manifolds,
of the indices of certain operators of physics was at the origin of elliptic cohomology when
computations in algebraic topology showed that the rigidity properties of the indices were
equivalent to the ellipticity of the genera associated with them. The interpretation, also by
Witten, of the universal elliptic genus as the Sl equivariant index of a Dirac type operator
on the space of free loops of a manifold suggested the existence of a deep relation between
elliptic cohomology and non-linear sigma models. It is in this context, especially on the
study of sigma models on orbifolds, that twisted loop spaces naturally arise. The modular
properties of Dirac operators on twisted loop spaces were studied in [10].

In the present paper an equivariant generalization of elliptic homology will be proposed.
Its existence as an equivariant homology theory will be established under certain restric-
tions. In general there is more than one possible equivariant generalization of a cohomology
theory, and, unless one has a geometric model of the theory involved, there is not a clear
way to decide which is the best one. The argumentation in favor of the present theory
follows from two sources. The first one is that it has the same relation with string theory
models on orbifolds as normal elliptic cohomology has with <r-models on manifolds. The
second one is that the associated cohomology theory satisfies a conjecture of Atiyah and Se-
gal about generalized Euler characteristics. More evidence will be provided in subsequent
papers. The organization of the paper is as follows: There are 6 sections. In the first one
we shall recall some facts about elliptic cohomology, cobordism, and the equivariant gen-
eralization of cohomology theories. In the second one we will define the universal twisted
elliptic genus and study some of its properties. The third and four sections are devoted to
the study of the coefficient ring £U^. We shall then use the properties established to show
that the functor X —> ££CG(X) satisfies the axioms of an equivariant homology theory.
Finally we will treat the conjecture of Atiyah-Segal. We wish to express our gratitude to
Peter Braam, Eduard Loojienga, Dave Benson, Domingo Toledo and Herb Clemens for
their encouregment and suggestions. Part of this paper was written at the Max Plank
Institute for Mathematics, a warm and friendly environment, to them I am very grateful.

SECTION l

Elliptic Homology &; Cohomology. Recall that a genus in the sense of Hirzebruch is
a ring homomorphism $ : fi, —> R from the complex bordism ring SI, to a unital ring R.
To a genus one can associate two power series, the logarithm

and the exponential series P(u), these series are related by

and reflect different aspects of the genus. In the case R is a Q-algebra, as f!» ® Q =
Q[zi , . . . , zn,... ] where zt = [QP2*], the logarithm determines completely the genus. The
second series enters into the effective computation of the value of the genus on a stable
unitary manifold M. If p(TM) = ]\j(l - (2vixj)2} is the formal expression for the total
Pontrjagin class of the tangent bundle of M then



Definition (1.1). A genus $ : C is called elliptic if and only if

dz
t - 28z2 + tz*

for some 6, c £ C

The universal elliptic genus $£ is defined as a recollection of all elliptic genera by
taking 6, e as indeterminates of degree 4 and 8 respectively. The ring £((, = Z[ | , e, d, A"1]
(A = «(<5 — e) ) corresponds to the ring of holomorphic modular functions for the group
To(2) of matrices in SL(2,Z) that preserves spin structures on elliptic curves.

Is X is a manifold one defines

and
£ttt(X) = fi.(X) ®n. £(t.

Bordism fc Equivariant Bordism. Besides the geometrical definition ot tne Doraism
groups Q,{X) of a space X as bordism classes of manifolds over X there is a homotopical
approach, due to Atjyah, to the theory. This approach is based on Thorn's spectrum MU.
To define MU, let BU(n) be the universal classifying space for U{n), and let EU(n) —*
BU(n) be the universal bundle over it with some fixed unitary metric ui. Let D(n) and S(n)
be the unitary disc and unitary sphere bundles respectively. Thorn's space is defined as the
quotient MU(ri) = D(n)/S(n). The cobordism ring is denned then as the stable homotopy
of the Thorn's spectrum £}_„ = JJ" = lima Trn+1(MU(s}). A deep theorem of Thorn shows
that both descriptions are equivalent [21]. The advantage of the homotopical approach is
that it can be immediately generalized to the cobordism groups of any pointed space X
taking Q"(X) = \im,^00[S"+' A X, MV(s)] where [-] denotes homotopy classes of pointed
maps. Both approaches to bordism have been generalized to the equivariant setting. The
geometrical one by Conner-Floyd in [C&F 1], and the homotopical one by Tom Dieck
[11]. The geometrical generalization is straightforward, and it also gives a definition of
equivariant bordism of any G-space X. The groups of bordism classes of n dimensional G-
spaces M —» X over X will be denoted by il^(X). We shall now describe the homotopical
approach. For this we have to define equivariant Thorn's spectrum. Let R(G) be the set
of isomorphism classes of complex representations of G. This set is partially ordered by
the relation V < W if V is isomorphic to a subrepresentation of W. Fix V € R(G),
let |V| be the complex dimension and let EUn(V) —t BUn{V) be the tautological bundle
over the Grassmannian of n-dimensional subspaces of V, There is an obvious structure of
G bundle on EUn(V). We can choose a G-invariant unitary metric ui on EUn{V), then the
disc Dn(V) and sphere bundles Sn(V) with respect to this metric are G-bundles. The G-
structure descends to a canonical G-action on the Thorn's space MUn(V). Let CCO(G) be
the direct sum of countable many copies of each irreducible complex representation of G.
Then, for each non negative integer n, there is an object MUn{G) = limy6e» (G) MUn{V)
in the category of pointed G-Spaces. If W 6 C°°(G), there is a natural suspension map.

mlwln : MUm K MUn(G) ^ MUn+m(G)

induced by the Whitney sum. The spaces MUn(G) together with the maps m*|n constitute
an spectrum denoted by MU(G). The homotopic equivariant cobordism and bordism
groups of a G-space X are defined by:

MU£(X) = hmVeO.(G)[Sn A Sv A X,MtV|(G)]

and
A M(7]V|(G)]

here Sv denotes the one point compactification of V considered as a G-space. In the
equivariant context both descriptions of cobordism are far from being equivalent even for
the simplest groups. This is due to the lack of existence of equivariant transversality
which plays an essential role in Thorn's theorem. To remark this difference fi^ will denote
geometric equivariant cobordism and MUQ the homotopic one, similar conventions hold
for bordism.

Though the geometrical approach to equivariant bordism has the appeal of being more
intuitive, and will be used to define an homomorphism fiG —> £l£^ via the twisted elliptic
genus, the homotopical one has better categorical properties. In particular, it has the same
universal properties as complex cobordism [8] , and there is a better understanding of its
theory of localization.

G-spectra & Equivariant Cohomology Theories.
representation of G.

Let p be the complex regular

Definition (1.2). A G-spectrum EG = {En,<xn : Sp A En —* En+i} is a sequence of
pointed G-CW complexes En together with pointed G-maps on : Sp A En —» En+i where
S11 is the one point compactific&tion of the representation space of p.

As the subset {np : n € N} is a cofinal system in R(G) this notion of spectrum does
include all the equivariant information. To any spectrum EG one can associate equivariant
cohomology and homology theories EQ and E^ defined by

and

Ek
G(X, A) = :im[S<"+*> A {XIA), En}G

E?(X, A) = lim[S(n+l><\ {XIA) A En]G

where [ ]<j denotes G-homotopy classes of maps. These kind of theories admits a natural
R(G) grading, namely if o = U - V € R{G) define

EG{X) = li ,Su h En)G

E°{X) = limp1" A Sv, Sv A X A En]G

and

There are natural suspension isomorphisms EG(X) A EG~''(S'' A X) and E°(X)
E^+p{Sp A X) and, for each subgroup H C G, there is an isomorphism

E°{X) A E?((G/Hf A X)

defined as the composition

E?{X) ±> £.H((G/ff)+ AX)-* E?((G/H)+ A X)



where the last arrow is defined by regarding G-maps as H-maps, and the second is induced
by the inclusion of H-spaces H AX -^ {G/H)AX Analogue results are true for colwmology.

Finally to the projection G/H -^ pt one can associate a map Sp -—> 5 P A (G/H)+ (see
[2])-

Cohomology with Families. A family F of subgroups of a group G is a subset of the
set of all subgroups of G that is closed under the operations of inclusion and conjugation
by an element of G, i.e. if H € F, g e G and H' C H then H' € F and gHg~l € F. A
G-space X is called F-numerable if:
1- All the isotopy groups are contained in F
2- There is an open covering [/;, t € N of X by G-subspaces such that for each t € N there
exists a G-map L\ -» G/H, , # , € F
3- There exists a locally finite G-paxtition of unity subordinated to {{/;}.
Given a family F there is a space BF called a classifying space for the family (it is given
by Milnor's construction ) with the following universal property: For each F-numerable
space X there is a G-map X —* EF. To each G-equivariant cohomology theory ho and
a pair of families F C F' one can associate a new G-equivariant cohomology theory
kG[F,F'](X,A) = hG{{EF,EF) x [X,A)). Of particular importance are the so called
adjacent families. They are those who differ by a single conjugacy class (i.e. F - F' =
(K) the conjugacy class of K ). The importance of this construction is that it permits an
interpolation between the non-equivariant case and he [7] .

SECTION 2

The Twisted Elliptic Genus. Let G be a group of odd order (unless explicitly stated
this wil! alway be the assumption) and let E —> M be a G-equivariant real vector bundle
over a G trivial manifold M. Let (</] ,32) be a pair of commuting elements in G of orders
c and c' respectively, and let

be the decomposition of the bundle E under the action of (31,32). The bundles L,t for j
or k different from 0 admit a unique complex structure where j j acts as e « and 52 as

2 ^

Defiiiition (2.1). De&ne a K-theoretical exponential characteristic class by

and for j or k different from zero define

We shall take w'= e2'".
If M is a d = 2k dimensional manifold with a G -equivariant orientable stable normal

bundle, and M'" ' 9 2 ' are the connected components of the (<h,si) fixed point set. Define
the twisted elliptic genus $G{M) evaluated at (51,32) by:

Remarks:
1) The terms in the formula have the following meaning: d is the trivial d dimensional
bundle, e is a factor of ±1 depending on the choice of orientation of the bundles involved,
and [Af(ll>l5)] denotes the fundamental class in homology of Jl/ (9 l '9l ).
2) The bundle TM considered in the formula of the twisted elliptic genus is the restriction
of the tangent bundle of M to M (9 l 'S! ) .
3) Take formal variables i r and Zjt, such that

and

where p, (c) denote the total Pontryagin ( Chern ) classes. The twisted elliptic genus
* G ( W ) can be written, using theta functions with characteristics, in terms of these vari-
ables as

it can also be written using the function s(u, r ) that parametrize the Jacobi quartic curve
y2 = 1 - 26x2 + ex4. Recall that [24]

then

,) JJ •£l

Ca]lSji(r) = 3(47rj(^-)-p-),r), and take for simplicity c=c'. These functions correspond
to the 1-coordinate functions of the torsion points of order c of the Jacobi quartic

y2 = 1 - 26x2 + ix*

parametrized by s, and are intimately related to the twisted genus as the following lemma
shows.

Lemma (2.2). Let a^fr) be tie y coordinate functions of the c-torsion points of the
quartic. Then, for every G-oiiented manifold M, the twisted genus
belongs to the ring Z[^][£,e, A" 1 , * ,* ,^ ]

Proof: The group structure of the quartic is reflected by the formula



II ' '-I • t-<* •

or equivalently

the denominator of the last expression can be formally expanded as

take now u = 2icizij and t> = 4fl"i(̂ r + p) in the last expression. Then the contribution of
i j t to the twisted elliptic genus is:

(2.1)

the coefficients in the expan: ion in powers of u of 0, and $' are elements in Z[|][6, t]. This
fact combined with formula (2.1) proves the claim. Q.E.D.

The integrality properties of the twisted elliptic genus will depend on the coefficients of
the Fourier expansion of the functions s^. These expansions are (suppose c=c')

41,r , „ ~rk. - V ezp{2*t(mdT + -fr + —)}
c c > m , o > l , d odd

— 2_, exp{2ni(mdT H T + ——)}
Tn,d>l , if odd

The functions sl-t can be written in terms of the functions Sjk using that

s(2u) = 2-

and that the functions Sjt have no poles or zeroes in the upper half plane for c odd so
they have holomorphic inverses that are also modular functions with the desired kind of
coefficients. Then

( l

We can now conclude

Lemma (2.3). For any equivariantly oriented G-manifoid M, the vaJue of the twisted
elliptic genus a£ (51,32) 6 TG is a modular function with Fourier coefficients in Z[j,0].
Where ^ is a primitive c-root of 1.

SECTION 3

The Coefficient Ring ££Cf. Let us introduce some notation. For eacli element g e G, (</]
will denote the conjugacy class of </, |jfj its order, and Cg(G) — {h 6 Gsuch thatfet/ = gh)
its centralizer. We will also denote by TG the set of commuting pairs in G and, finally, for
each subgroup H of G we let R(H) be the ring of virtual characters as defined by Serre in
[Serl] ( pg 68 ).

The coefficient ring of equivariant elliptic cohomology will be denned by axioms that
reflect the characteristics of the twisted elliptic genus.

Definition (3.1). Let £U° be the ring of functions i) : TG x h+ -> C satisfying- the
following conditions:
1 - S is invariant under simultaneous conjugation of{gl,g-j) € TG by an element of G.
2 - Under the actions

HT -\- b
ZT + d

and
(91,02) -* (yl^^Asi)

oiTo(2) on h+ and TG respectively the function i) satisfies:

for some k € %. In thin case the degree of i) is defined to be 2k. The set of elements of
degree 2k is called £C(^,
3 - For fixed gi 6 G the Fourier expansion of fl{(j), —, —) at the cusp ice is a formal power

series JT anq^>'' with coefficients in the R(Cgx).

4- For each {</i,g2) € TG the function i?((</i,ffj), - ) : h+ —» C is holomorphic.

We also define £tt'G by £U% = £tt%.
The actions of FQ(2 ) and G on TG are compatible in the sense that they define an action

of the direct product of both groups therefore, choosing a representative (91,1/2) on each
orbit, we obtain a natural isomorphism of rings

(3.1)

where F((/2,ij2) denotes the isotopy group of (t/i,ff2) and Z(1{V) is the ring of modular
functions for the group F with suitable integrality coaditions on the power expansions at the
cusps. The structure theorem of finitely generated abelian groups applied to < (51,32) >
determines the possible groups T. We can begin the analysis with the case G abelian. In
this case we can suppose that G =< (ili.jte) > and we have the following possibilities.

Case G = Z2. In this case there are two trivial orbits corresponding to the points (0,0)
and (0,1) and an orbit with two elements (1,0) (1,1). The isotopy group of (1,0) is equal
to r{2)nF0(2).



Case G = 1,2". A complete set of representatives is (0.0), (1,0), (2,0),... (I*-1 ,Q) (0,1) ,
(0,2) , . . . , (0,2"- ') . The corresponding isotopy subgroups are ri(2"-p) n To(2) for (2*,0)
and ro(2') for (0,2*).

Case G = Zp. p an odd prime In Etlz, it is possible to distinguish two parts. Take
g = h = 0 the identity of ZT then VTJ € £((° #(0,0,r) is a modular form for the group
Fo(2) corresponding to the usual elliptic genus. Take now g = l,h = 0 then any nonzero
element of TZP is in the orbit of (1,0) under the T0(2) action, so the values of any •& g ttlG

are determined by its values at (0,0) and (1,0). The isotopy group of (1,0) is ri(p)nro(2).

Case G = Zj,». In this case a complete set of representatives of the orbits is (0,0), (1,0),
j

(p,0),(p2,0),... ^
ri(pn-1)nr0(2)

p"" 1 ^ ) and the corresponding groups are:
. . . , r 1 ( P ) n r 0 ( 2 ) .

ro(2) , T1{pn) l~l TO(2)

Case G = ZP",™. This case, as the case for more prime factors, breaks naturally into
products of the case considered above. Representatives for the orbits are (p'qr, 0) with
$ < n,s < m. The isotopy groups are Ti{p"~r) D ri(qm~') 0 To(2) and, as q jt p, the
corresponding rings of modular forms for Ti(prq') D ro(2) are suitable tensor products of
the corresponding rings for Ti(j>r) n To(2) and Ti{q') n ro(2)

Case G = %n
 x Z n . In this last abelian case besides from the orbit of the trivial element

(0,0) there are two types of orbits. One is the orbit of ((1,0), (0,1)). In this case the
isotopy group is T(n) ("I Po(2).The other type of orbits correspond to orbits of elements of
the type ((a, 6), X(a,b)). The isotopy group are conjugated by GL(2, Zn) to the isotopy
group of ((1,0)(1,0)). This group is

Let us study finally the case of a non abetian group G. Fix (jfi, ja) 6 TG, and call
H = < (gi,gt) >• Let us suppose for simplicity that H — Zn x Zn and that j j = (1,0),
g2 = (0,1). There is a representation JVH -> GL(2,Zn) of the Weyl group WH = NHjH
of H associated with this choice. It is defined by g —* 1 e j ) where the matrix ( , j 1 is

defined by the equality: g(gi,92)g~1 = (fffffjifiiffj)- This representation will have some
importance in the determination of the kind of modular functions that we will need to
consider as we will explain below.

In order to simplify the notation we will not write explicitly from now on the fact that
we are taking the intersection of congruence subgroups with Fo(2), but this should be
understood.

As a consequence of the isomorphism (3.1) some algebraic properties of the ring ££i^j
can be deduced from corresponding properties of the factors £tt(T). The integrality condi-
tions of the Fourier coefficients at the cusp introduces some complications in the algebraic
analysis of these rings. An good way of dealing with the problem is to use an algebro-
geometric treatment of modular forn ; developed by Igusa, Deligne, Rappoport, Katz and
Mazur. Let us recall some facts of this construction. We will suppose that all of the
schemes are over Z(|],

Definitions (3.2). 1) ( [9 def 1.0] ) An elliptic curve E —> S over a scheme 5 is a
proper and Sat morphism of relative dimension at most one and constant Euler-Poincare
characteristic 0, together with a section s : S —» E. Using this section, as an identity
element one can define a unique group structure on E.
2) Define UE\S ~* S as u>£|s = P.(QE\S) where £lg\s —* E is the invertible sheaf of relative
differentials.
3) For n € N Jet [n] : E -* E the map muJtipJication by n in the elliptic curve. Then, if n
is invertible in S, the map \n] is e'taJe.
4) An elliptic curve E -* S is universal if given any other elliptic curve F -* S' there exist
a commutative diagram.

F - = - . £

1 I
such that a induces an isomorphism F —> E x$ S'
5) Let A be an abelian group. An A-structure on an elliptic curve E —* S is a morpilism
of abstract groups <j> : A —t E such that the effective Cartier divisor DA of degree #A
defined by

is a subgroup of E\S.
6) [16] Let A be an afaeiian group. A moduiar form a of level A and weight k is a rule
which assigns to each pair (E -* S,<ji) formed by an elliptic curve with an A-structure a
section ofcj®^ over 5 in such a way that:
i) o(E\S, if) depends only on the isomorphism class of the pair (E\S, 4>)-
ii) The formation of a commutes with arbitrary change of basis.
7) An equivalent deSnition [16] of a modular form f of level A and weight k is as a rule
that assigns to each tripJe (£|spec(.R),^,u) formed by an elliptic curve E\spec(R) over
the spectrum of a ring together with an A-structure 4> on E and a basis u> ofuig^^ny an
element of R in such a way that the following conditions are fulfilled
i) f(E\spec(R), <j>,w) depends onJy on the R isomorphism class of the tripJe.
ii) f is homogeneous of degree -k in the third variable.
Hi) The formation of f commutes with arbitrary extensions of scalars.

There are two fundamental types of level structures on elliptic curves that will have
interest for us.
1- F(rt)-structures: The are defined by a group homomorphism

(Zn)2 A E[n]

that is an A structure on the sense that E[n\ =
2- ri(n)-stmctures: They are also called points of exact order n. They are homomorphisms

2 n —v E[n] that are Z n -structures in the sense of definition (3.4).
The universal pair ((E\S, a),ui) formed by a Jacobi quartic together with a choice of a

basis of UJE\S is described in the following lemma

10



Lemma (3.3). a) Let [E —> S,o) be a Jacobi quartic and let U = $pec(A) C S be an
open set where u£\s\u admits a O\j basis ii> and where kera = e : U —* E\V, Then, if
E\u = 5p/(j4[[r]]) is (he formal completion of E]U along the zero section s, with T a local
parameter adapted to ui ( see [15] pg 69 ) , there are unique elements x € 0{—(e + s))\u,
y € <?(-2(e + s))\v such that
J- xa = —i
2- ya = -y
3- x ~ T(l + higher terms)
4-y ~ T2(l + Azjfcer terms)
Over t/ the curve £ is described by the equation

!/' = ! - .

and
dX

with 6, t in T(U, 0<j) such that A = t(62 - t)2 is invertibie. The 2-torsion point correspond
to 3<5
b) The tautological family (EQ,36,U) over Me — spec(Z[^,S,e, A"1]) = spec(Ra) is the
universal Jacobi curve.

The definition of modular forms of level A (Definition (3.2-6)) only makes sense if
there is a universal curve EA over the corresponding moduli MA- The existence, for the
cases that we are considering, of these moduli and the corresponding universal curves is
a consequence of the fact that we are really studying the simultaneous moduli problem:
T>r(E\S) — {(ro(2) — structures on E,w basis of w^|S,r-s(ructure )} where F is one of
the moduli problems considered above, therefore one can use the result (4.3.4) of [15] pg
109 and the theorem 5.1.1 of the same book to conclude that these moduli problems are
representable, and that their universal curves are obtained from Eo by change of basis, so

We can conclude, from the fact that we are including an election of a basis u) of w^^s m

the definition of the moduli problem Vr and from definition (3.2) part 7, that the ring
of modular forms of level F is equal to 0(Mvr), which, by the preceding remark about
change of basis, is equal to 0{Mr)[6, e, A"1]. This motivates a deeper study of the moduli.

Let us begin with the case of Ti(n) structures. In this case the moduli is a subscheme
([15] prop 1.10.13) of Eo[n] the set of n-torsion points of the universal Jacobi quartic. By
[14] and [18] the ring 0(Eo\n}) is equal to:

O(E0[n]) = {M[X,Y]/ <Y2~ l+26X'1+iX
i >}/ < Tn(X),YGn(X) -

where the polynomials Tn,Gn,Fn are defined by the equalities:

[n}Y = YGn{X)F-2{X)

and Tn(X) = X" Fn(X~J). A better description is given by the following proposition;

Proposition (3.4). the ring O(E0[n]) is isomarphic to Kn = Ro[x] where x is a son
trivial root ofTn{X)

Proof The riug /Jo is a unique factorization domain. Let y be a root of YGn{X)—F%{X).
If y is not in Rn the ring Rn[y] is a non trivial extension of Rn. The element y satisfies

and

y2 = 1 - 26x2 + ex4

yGB(X) = F2(x)

Therefore in Rn there is an equality

This implies an equality

(1 - 26X2 + = Ft(X) + C(X)Ta(X)

which is impossible since the polynomials involved are coprime. Q.E.D.
The moduli of Tn structures is a subscheme of Ea[n] XM0 Eo[n]. The coefficient ring

is therefore a quotient of the tensor product O(Ea[n}) ®Ra 0(Eo[n]) = iioI^d.oj^Co.i)])
where £(li0) = x ® 1 and i(o,i) = 1 ® i .

For the case of non abelian groups is important the use of the representation discussed
above. We can suppose that < (g\,gz) >= Zn x 2 n . The representation of the normalizer
is really a representation of the Weyl group W(< (gi,g2) >)• The representations of
< (91192) > coming from representations of the bigger group are those invariant under the
action of the Weyl group. On the other hand recall that the moduli of F(n) structures is
a GL(2,ZH)-torpor, therefore there is also an action of W(< (<j\,g2) >) of this moduli.
The condition of invariance under simultaneous conjugation ( Definition (3.1)) implies that
the kind of modular functions that appear in £UG are those invariant under the action of

The final conclusion is that in any case we can generate the ring of modular functions
using the x-coordinates of the torsion points of the quartic.

SECTION 4

The Functor £U^ as a Mackey Functor. Mackey Functors were introduced by Dress
[13] in his axiomatic approach to representation theory. They satisfy the same kind of
axioms that the group of virtual characters R(G) considered as a functor from groups to
groups.

Definition (4.1). ; Let G be a finite group and let Q be the category whose objects are
subgroups of G, and whose arrows are inclusions H -» K of subgroups, and conjugations
c} : H —> g~x Hg by elements gofG.A Mackey functor M for G over a ring R is a family
of R-modules M(H) for H 6 objects Q, together with it-linear morphisms

f
V--1
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J - restg : M(H) -» M(K) (called restriction),
2 -indg : M(K) — M(H) ( called transfer)
3 - cg: M(H) -> M(cs(K))for g £ G ( caJJed conjugation).
where in both cases K C H. Tiese morphisms must be defined in such a way that for
every g, / i € G a n d H , K 6 object sQ the following axioms are satisfied:
1 - I f L C K c H , t h e n £ ' £ f j j f "
2 - rest^ = in<$ =
3 - cg h = ChCj

4 - If h £ H, ch : M{H) -> M(ff) is the identity.
5 - f f K c H , csrest^ = rest^',cg and c3ind" = ind.%',.
6 - (Mackey Axiom) IfLyKcH then:

= restf,

H\G/L

(This is also called the double coset formula).
Sometimes it will be necessary to work with a different, though equivalent [22], definition of
Mackey functor. Let G-set be the category whose objects axe finite sets with a permutation
action of G and whose maps are G-equi variant maps.

Definition (4.2). A Mackey functor is a pair of functors (M,, M*) : G — sets —» groups
such that:
1 - M, is covariant.
2 - M" is coctravariant
3 - For each pull-back diagram

X\ y Xi

>[ J ,
X3 —^—y X4

ID G-set, one has M*{i)M,(i) = M.(P)M*(a).
4-If

S > S + T < T

is a direct sum diagram tien M(S + T) = M(S) ffi M(T)

The equivalence between both definitions is clear if one observes that every finite G-set
is a disjoint union of orbits, and every G-map from T —* S is generated by maps of the
form ir$ : GjK —> G/H and conjugations c9. Then if M is a Mackey functor according
with the first definition one defines M*(G/H) = M.(G/H) = M{H) and:

2 - M*(7rJJ) = restg
3 - M'{c9) = c,-.
4 - M,(cs) = cg

Sometimes there is also a multiplicative structure in the objects M(Zf). When this structure
is compatible with the structure of Mackey functors one says that one has a Green functor.

Definition (4.3). A Green Functor is a MacJcey functor (M.,M*) : Q -> R - algebras
such that:
1 - All restriction morphisms restg and conjugation morphisms c9 are R-aJgebras homo-
morphisms mapping I to 1
2-IfKcH,a<E A{K) and b£ A(H), then

Stable equivariant homology and cohoraology theories are naturally Mackey functors.
The need of the complicated structure of these functors is that restriction and induction-
type maps are already present on the level of spaces, because if H is a subgroup of G one
has a well defined functor rest: G — space* —• H — spaces by restricting the action. There
is also an induction functor in the other direction ind : H — spaces —> G —spaces defined on
the level of objects by : ind(X) = G XH X. It will be important later to have an explicit
description of the transfer indG : E^ —• E^ for a general stable equivariant cohomology
theory E^. The transfer map is defined by the following sequence of morphisms:

where the maps «, trf, a are those defined in section 1. Though geometric equivariant
bordism is not a stable homology theory it has a Mackey functor structure. The restriction
maps corresponds to the restriction of actions. The transfer maps are defined by the
following chain of homomorphisms.

Sl"(pt) iiG(pt)

where K(M -> pt) = (G xH M) -* (G/H) and p , is induced by the projection (G/H)+ -^
pt. The next task will be to prove the following:

Theorem (4.4). Let G be a finite group. Then the application

He objectsQ -* tttH

has a structure of a Mackey functor.

Proof: The first definition of Mackey functor will be used. Let us define first the
morphisms: If H be a subgroup of G, then TH C TG, and there is a natural restriction map
restg : £U° ~* £UH. So we only need to define an induction map ind" : £££H -» £££G-
For this let us generalize the classical formula [Se 1] for representations. Recall that G acts
on the left on TG by (<7i,j2)
a : Z2 ~* G £ TG, and define

(ffSi?~'iSS2?~1)i it also acts on the right on H\G. Let

%
'ii.

{H\G)'ma = {Hg 6 H\Gsuch thatVi e ima, Hgk = Hg]
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Let B e SttH and (31,52) € TG. Define then: Proof: There is an isomorphism of right K-sets

There are several things that need to be checked:
a indG is well defined. This will follow from the invariance of 9 under conjugation by
h € H. Take kg € H\G'ma then:

b ind^tf G £# G . More precisely we need to check that ind^S satisfies the transformation

laws. Let a be as before, f ° dJ € SL(2, Z), and let a be the homomorphism defining

l i G H\G'mo then

So:

therefore

ar + b.

t A _i ar + t

c The Double Coset Formula
In order to conclude the proof that £tta is a Mackey functor we need to show that the
double coset formula is satisfied . This is done in the following lemma:

Lemma (4.5), Let H, K C G be two subgroups ofG, let cg denote conjugation by g € G
^ . Tiien;

9€H\G/K

J€H\G/K

Defined by Kgk - . Rgk. Thus:

B(g(gugi),r) =

= E ( E
s£H\G/K K,6(K,\K)'""

= E ™<$,™tgK,iH°(8c!,)((9u92),T)
j€H\G/K

Q.E.D.
The following more general result will also be needed:

Lemma (4.6). G -> ££lG is a Green functor.

Proof: The first condition is clearly satisfied, so we shall only prove the validity of
the proof of the second condition. Take K C H and t), € ZUK and d2 £ ££(H. Then if
(ff i , f t )€rjf onehaa:

The other computation is similar. Q.E.D.

The Ring £££° as a Module Over the Burnside Ring. Among the Green functors
there is an universal object G —> A(G). It is called the Burnside ring. Besides its categorical
and algebraic properties, this ring has a nice topological interpretation as the coefficient
ring of equivariant stable homotopy theory ([11]). Every equiv&riant cohomology theory
that has a Mackey structure also has a module structure over this ring, and the localization
of these modules at its ideals can be expressed in terms of fixed points data [11]. This
property will be of great importance in the next section, so this part will be devoted to
the study in a certain detail of the module structure of EltP over the Burnside ring A(G).
The cyclic group Zp will be used to get the feeling for the general case.

Recall first the definition of the Burnside ring. For a group G one considers the set
A(G) of isomorphism classes of finite G-sets and one defines a ring structure on this set
by taking one operation + induced by the disjoint union and the other x by the diagonal
action on the cartesian product. There is a more general definition [22] that will be useful:
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To each finite G-set S, one associates a ring A(S). The elements of A(S) are equivalence
classes of pairs (T, t), where T is a finite G-set and ( : T -» S is a morphisra of G-sets. The
equivalence relation is given by: (T, t) ~ (T', i") if and only if there exists an isomorphism
h : T —» T' such that t'h = t. And the ring structure is defined by taking disjoint union
and fibered product. Note that when S is a point one obtains A(S) =A(G).

Each Green functor has a module structure over the Burnside ring. Let (M«, M') be
a Green functor. Define for each finite G-set S a ring homomorphism A(5) -+ M(5) by
assigning to each class (T, t) e A(5) the element (M,M*(())(i('s )• Where ids is the identity
map S —» S considered as an element of M(S). One can obtain a more explicit description
of the homomorphism A(S) —f S((G. Note for this that every finite G-set S is a disjoint
union of orbits G/H. According to the second definition of Mackey functor one assigns to
G/H the ring £UH. So if G/K -^ G/H is one of the basic elements of A(G/H) we send
this element to indwrest^{l). As an example of the module structure and the structure
of A(G) we have:

Example 1. The Burnside ring A(ZP) is isomorphic to the free Z-module in two generators
e,x corresponding to the trivial subgroup and to the whole group. The ring structure is
defined by the relations eJ = e , x2 = px, ex = x.

The morphisms from the Burnside ring to other Mackey functors are given by some kind
of equivariant Euler characteristics. The homomorphism to the ring of virtual characters
is a good example of this structure. Let R = Z[X]/{XT - 1) be the ring of characters
of Zp [11] Consider Zp as a left Zp-module. Then the cohomology H*(Zp,C) ( with Zf

considered as a topological space) becomes a representation, isomorphic to the regular
representation Reg. Define then the morphism by sending e —* 0 , i —* Reg. The general
map A(G) —> R(G) is defined following the same idea.

Example 2. We can also compute explicitly the module structure of £UG. For this we
only need to compute the products \G/H]d for d € £Ua and extend by linearity. These
products are given by:

where *(D, (g,, g2)) = #{Dg € (Z>\G)™} .
The prime ideals of A(G) are given by the following description: Let p be a prime or 0.

For a subgroup H C G consider the homomorphism A(G) -3 Z defined as S —t #{5 H }
(i.e. it assigns to each set the cardinal of the subset of points fixed under the action of H
) and extended to the whole A(G) by functoriality. To this construction one can associate
the ideal

q(H,p) = {5 e A[G) such that \frH{S) € pi)

A result of [tD 1] shows that all the prime ideals of A(G) are of this type. Furthermore
one can consider the product of the homomorphisms ipH as defining a horaomorphism:
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A theorem in [tD 1] page 3 shows that after one tensor everything with 2[T^T] the homo-
morphism becomes an isomorphism. In particular this implies that the unit 1 of A(G) can
be written as an orthogonal sum of iderapotent en one for each conjugacy class in G. So
the decomposition of A(G) induces a decomposition on each A(G)-module. In the case of
£t£G we can prove

Lemma(4.7). Let en € A(G) be an idempotent corresponding to a subgroup H C G.
Then tn£UG = 0 unJess H =< {gi,gi) > for some pair of commuting elements (51,52) £
TG.

Proof The idempotents en,H C G of the Burnside rinjj have been explicitly computed
by Yoshida and Araki, and are given by the following formula:

DCNo(H)

where n is the Mobius function of the lattice of subgroups of Nc(H). Recall some defini-
tions. For a partially ordered set L, < define inductively the Mobius function n by

Then

fi(s, t) = 0 ifs is non greater than t

\D\p(D, H)x(D, (9l, ), r)

where x(D, (gi,gi)) is the number denned in example 2. If D is not conjugate to <
(91,92) > then x(D,(gi ,g2)) = 0, and if D is conjugate to < (ffi,ff2) > then as ft{D,H) = 0
if H <£. D we only get a nonzero contribution if H ==< ft, k > for some (h, k) £ TG. Q.E.D.

SECTION 5

The Homotopical Interpretation. In this section we wilt extend the homomorphism
$G : fiG —* £££G to the homotopical equi variant bordism ring MU^. We will use for this
the interpretation, due to Brocker and Hoock [6], of the ring MVG as a stable version
of fiG. Let us begin with a brief description of this interpretation. Take V E C°°(G)
and choose a G-invariant unitary metric | | on V. Once this is done define D(V) = [v €
V : such that If I < 1} and S(V) — {v € usuch that |t>| = 1}. There is a suspension
homomorphism associated with this choice. It is defined by: ( |V| =



a.

and it assigns to X the class of ((M x D(V))/(M x 5(V))) -* D(V}/S(V). One has
CT(V © W) = cr(y)(T(M/'), hence these morphisms form a direct system, so one can define
stable geometric equivariant bordism as:

Qitable
(Si'

The result of Brocker and Hoock shows that this ring is isomorphic to the homotopical
equivariant bordism ring. So in order to extend the twisted elliptic genus to MU^ it is nec-
essary to extend it to ft'Z+\V\{D(V)/S(V)} in a way compatible with the suspension maps.
A guide for the definition of the extension will be provided by the analysis of the non equi-
variant case, for this is better to work with the geometrical definition of bordisin. In this
case we are considering suspension homomorphisms MUn(pt) -* MUn+\V\(D(V)/$(V)}
where V is now just a complex vector space. If we think V as a vector bundle over a point
V A pt, then the space D(V)/S(V) corresponds to the Thorn's space M(V) of the bundle,
and one can consider Thorn's homomorphism T(V) : MU,(pt) -~> MU,+ \V\(D(V)/S(V)).

If (M, dM) —* (pt,) represents an element of MUn(pt) one has the induced bundle map

f'V —!—^ V

'"'I i'
T(V)[M, /] is represented by

(D(fE),d(D(r(V)))) h (D(E),S{E)}

As /* V = V x M one can see that in this particular case the suspension homomorphism
coincides with Thorn's isomorphism. In the case of usual elliptic homology one has a
diagram:

r(V)\

where the two vertical arrows are the respective Thorn isomorphisms. Therefore the
morphism MUn+\Vi(D(V)/S(V)) -> ££in in this case is just the natural transforma-
tion MUn+\V\(D(V)/S(V)) -» £Un+\V\ composed with the inverse of the Thorn's isomor-
phism in elliptic homology. The inverse of Thorn's isomorphism ££ta+\V{(D(V)l S(V)) —>
£(£n(pt) can be formally computed using the formula

X C {(e(V))-1p.(X)}

where e{ V) is some sort of Euler class of the bundle and p, is the homomorphism induced
by the projection map, this formula is only symbolic because in general the Euler classes

of bundles are not invertible in any homology or cohomology theory, the precise meaning
of the formula is that by Thorn's isomorphism an element X € £££n+\y\(D(V)/S(V)) can
be written as t(V)Y where t(V) is the Thorn class, therefore p.(X) = p.{t(V))p,(Y) =
e(V)p,(Y) so is reasonable to call p*[Y) = e~lp,(X) . There is a natural morphism *

MU°+m(D(V)/S(V)} U
where # G is the twisted elliptic genus. If we can show that there is a class e(V) € £^1
with the property that for each X € MU%MV](D(V)/S(V)) , *Q(X) = e(V)Y for a unique
Y G £IP^ then we can define a homomorphism

sending X to Y.
So we need the following

Definition (5.1). Let G be an abeJian group and let V e CiG). If V - QLi is the
decomposition ofV into one dimensional representations we deSne e(V) £ £U^_,V. by the
following equations

e(V){0,0, T) = e(V) the non equivariant Euler Characteristic of V

and if (01,ff2) ^(0,0) the

We can now prove

Proposition (5.2). Let G be abelian. Then if M —» 5 ^ defines an element of degree
n + \V\ ofilG{Sv). The element *(p.(M)) of £11° is of the form e - 1 (7 )* G (M) where
*o(Af) is an element of £l(P of degree n. If M is of the form X x Sv then *G{Af) =

Proof The importance of the assumption that G is abelian is that, using the compat-
ibility of all the constructions involved with sum of representations, it is enough though
consider the case V irreducible. If (gi ,53) = (0,0) the proposition is just the non equivari-
ant case. If g G G is not the identity, the fixed points of Sv under the action of g are 0 and
co. In this case the fixed points of M. have to belong to the fibres p -1(0) and p^foc).
If (9i)<?2) is a commuting pair, and M^*1'"2' is a component of the fixed point set over
0. One can decompose TM\Mi,-l,,-1\ = Tp'1^) $ JV in an equivaxiant way. The normal
bundle to the fibre N is isomorphic to p'(TfjSv) and its contribution to the twisted genus
will be precisely e(V). Q.E.D.
The existence of an extension of the domain of definition of the twisted elliptic genus from
geometric to homotopical equivariant bordism for G a non-abelian group is a consequence
of proposition (5.2) because there is a factorization

n G > £UG
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Where the Hm is taken over abelian subgroups.
The modular functions that we obtained, once a choice of representatives of the Fo(2) x G

on TG is made, as Euler classes are in the case of Fi(n) the functions s^) of section 2
which can be identified as the x-coordinates of the n-torsion points of the quartic. In the
case of F(n) level structures we obtain, as Euler classes of the representations of weight
(1,0) and (0,1) of Zn x Zn the basis functions 1(1,0) a n d i(o,i) of section 2. Finally in the
case of a non abelian group G, using the representation of the Weyl group (see section 2),
we see that we obtained a set of generators of the T(n)/W(n) level structure. From this,
and from the factorization of the elliptic genus through the subcategory of abelian groups,
we can finally deduce:

Theorem (5.3). The twisted elliptic genus

: MU? -» mG

is surjective.

£^-algebras defined
Exactness of the Functor.

We can now consider the functor from G-topological spaces to
by:

x -» MU?{X) ®MUa aeG

The aim of this section is to prove that this functor defines an equivariant homology theory;
in order to do this we need to show that all the exact sequences that appear in the axioms
of cohomology remain exact after we take the graded tensor product with £UG. laura
The strategy for the proof will be to define, using the localization techniques developed by
Tom Dieck, a natural transformation of functors from £UG(X) to a functor that is defined
using fixed point data of the G-action, and we will show that this functor has the required
properties. It is here that the hypothesis that we can invert the order of the group plays
an essential role, though in a final version the theory should be free of this restriction

Using the fact that homotopical equivariant bordism is an equivariant homology theory,
and that the functor £££c(-) factorize through the category Ctop, the subcategory of
Mt/,G-modules whose objects are MUa(X, A) where (X, A) is a G-topological pair and
whose morphisms are the morphisms on the equivariant bordism rings induced by G-maps
/ : (X,A) -+ (Y,B), and the connection morphisms d : MUG(X,A) -» MV^Y^B)
from the long and Mayer vietoris exact sequences, the following theorem imply that X —>
£d£G(X) is an equivariant stable homology theory.

Theorem (5.4). The functor Ctop -* Z - moduhs

MU°(Xy A) ®z Z [ i ] -• MU?(X, ? £U° ®z Z[i]

is exact.

It is important to keep in mind that we are assuming that |G| is invertible, without that
most of the results in this section are false.
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Beginning of the proof
Recall that after one inverts the order of the group, the Burnside ring A(G) admits a de-
composition A(G) = ®(H)CHA(G), where [H) runs over the conjugacy classes of subgroups
of G and en is the idempotent element corresponding to H. The fact that this decomposi-
tion is direct implies that if (H) and (K) are different conjugacy classes of subgroups then
enf-K = efffiff = 0. As MU°{X) and £UG are Greea functors it makes sense to consider
enMUG{X) and eH£tiG One would like to do the same with £t^{X) for this one needs
the following result:

Proposition (5.5). For each fixed G-space X, the functor Q -+ Rings given by H -*
• is a, Green functor.

Proof: As the twisted elliptic genus $c is surjective there is an exact sequence

1 - IG — MUG ~* £tlG
t - . 1

and the functor ZUG{X) is isomorphic to the functor X -> MU°{X)/IO- As MUG(X)
is a Mackey functor it has transfer and restriction maps. We need to show that they
can also be defined on the quotient, and have the right properties The restriction maps
rg : MUG(X) - MU?(X) have the property that if <r 6 MU? and M € MU?(X)
then rg(<rM) = rg(<r)r£(M), so they clearly pass to the quotient. The transfer maps are
defined as the composition of the isomorphism

a :MU?{X)
a(M -fX)

MU?(G/H x X)
(G xi/ M) -> (G/H x X)

with the homomorphism p, : MUG(G/H x X) -t MUG(X) induced by the projection
p : G/H x X —» X. The first isomorphism is only an isomorphism of graded groups, so
we can not use the same argument that we used in the case of the restriction maps. The
morphism a possess however a weak multiplicative property, namely it is compatible with
the exterior product in bordism. Therefore there is a commutative diagram

mult
MU? ®ZMV?(X)

I
MUG(G/H)®ZMUG(X) mult

MU?(pt x X)

I
MUG(G/H x G/H x X)

There is therefore aThe diagonal D C G/H x G/H is a G-set isomorphic to G/H.
decomposition of Aft^p-modules,

MU?(G/H x G/H xX) = MUGG(D) © MUG((G/H x G/H) - D)

and it induces a decomposition

IoMUG{G/H x G/H xX) = IGMUG(D) © IGMUG{(G/H x G/H) - D)

As the MU^(D) component of a(tr)a{M) is a(trM) for 9 and M as above, the homo-
morphism a sends IHMV^(X) to IQMU®{X). The second factor p. that enters in the
definition of the transfer map is a morphism of MUG modules, therefore it causes no
problem. So the transfer passes to the quotient. Prom the definitions it is now clear that
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Corollary (5.6). MU^(X) —> ££f^{X) is a transformation of Green functors

As the .4(G)-module structure of Green functors was defined using the restriction and
induction morphisms, and the idempotents in the decomposition of A(G) are mutually
orthogonal we find that:

Corollary (5.7). eH{£ll°{X)) = (eHMU?(X) ®tttMUc eH{mG))

The following result follows from the corollaries and it gives the first reduction of the
problem.

Lemma (5.8). The functor MU?(X, A) -+ MU°{X, A) ®Ml/c £ttG is exact if and only
if for each conjugacy class (H) C G the functor

eH(MU?(X,A)) -» eH{MV?(X,A)) ®<HMU? tH(£UG)

is exact.

The next step is to compute each one of the terms that appear in the preceding lemma.
The topological part of the proof will be given by a series of results of torn Dieck [11],
Remarks
1 - The statements of the results quoted do not correspond exactly to those in
[11]. The difference is that the results in [tD 1) are stated in terms of general theory
and, as in this paper we are working in a special case sometimes we found more convenient
to state the results only in the particular case that is needed.
2 - ( Remark 7.5.3. )

The second term in the formula corresponds to bordism with families which was described
in the introduction, and inv means invariant under the action of the Weyl group W(H)/H
induced from the action of the same group on the spaces X, A, and the equivariant Thorn's
spectrum.
3 - (Proposition 7.4.2) Let XH,AH denote the H-fixed points in X and A- Then the
inclusion (XH ,AH) —> (X, A) induces an isomorphism:

MUH[FH,FIH],(X>A) ~ MUH[FH,F''H).(XH\AH)

4 - (Proposition 7.3.4) There exist a canonical natural isomorphism:

x{XH,AH))

Where EFE is the classifying space for the family FH as defined in the introduction, and
CFH is the cone over the space EFH.
5 - (Remark 7.2.2) EFH is H contractible.
6 - From the last remark one can conclude that

MU,H((CFH, FH) x {XH
? AH)) ~ MUt"(XH, AH)

The last result is

Proposition (5.9). If A" is a trivial G-space, then l.tU^(X) = MU,(X) ®Mu. MU?•

Proof Let e denote the trivial group. Then we have the restriction homomorphism
rest^ : MUG(X) -» MU(X). For a point p the projection X -> p induces MUG{X) -*

? From extension of scalars we get:

te '-^1 MU.(X) ®MV- MU?

c MU? -> MVG(X) ®

MUG{X)

The second map induces:

MU°(X) = MU°{X)

one can compose these morphisms to obtain MU^(X) —» MU^(X) ®Aft/« MU®• One
needs to show that this homomorphism is an isomorphism. Both ends of the arrow define
generalized homology theories on the category of CW-complexes ( this is true in the second
case because, by a result of Stong, after one inverts the order of the group the equivariant
bordism ring becomes a free module over the bordism ring) , so one only needs to check
equality on spheres.

MU,(S") = MUl+n(p)

(MUt(S
n) ®MU, MU°), = MUG.+n(p)

Q.B.D.
Of course we are only working with the invariant parts. To have a description of this part
let analyze an element [/] £ {MU?(XH, AH)}WH. This element can be represented by a
function / : Sv A X" -> MUH for some V £ C°°(/f). The action of WH on these kind of
functions is induced from an action on the arguments. It is clear how it acts on XH , for
the other part recall that the Weyl group WH act on the set of representations, and this
action defines an action on the set of representation spheres Sv. The invariant parts are
those corresponding to restrictions of representations of G. And one can work as before to
conclude that:

{MU,"{XH, A")}WH ~ MU.(X", AH)WH ® {MU?}WH

The last step of the proof is to put everything together ( note that in particular efjMU? =

MU°(X,A) ®MUo , A)

tllMUo

®{[1){(MU.(XH,AH))WH ®MU. MUG(X)WH)

.{XH,AH

,{XH, AH)

I
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At this point one only needs to notice that £(( is a trivial Green functor, so one can use
the fact that eH is idempotent to show that en£££? is a direct summand of £££° and
therefore a flat £W-module, so it does not affect the exactness of any sequence. Q.E.D.

Elliptic cohomology has a periodicity of order 24. This is a consequence of the fact that
the coefficient ring £tt = Z[^£, t, A~'] has this type of periodicity. (Recall that A is a
unit of degree 24.) The same result is true for equivariant elliptic cohomology, and the the
reason will be as before the structure of the coefficient ring, and the fact that we are using
graded tensor products.

SECTION 6

Equivariant Euler Characteristics. In 1990 Atiyah and Sega! [3] found, using equivari-
ant K-theory, a topological interpretation for the Euler characteristic of orbifolds <7-modets
Xa(X) defined by:

Their formula was:
X.(X) = dime K°C(X) - dtmc KG(X)

This formula generalize to K-theory the classical Lefchetz fixed point formula

' '~\G\

In the same paper they went one step further and conjectured that the number

where the sum is now being taken over triples of mutually commuting elements of G, was
related to a hypothetical equivariant elliptic cohomology. In this section we will show that
this is the case for our theory.

Our definition of Euler characteristic will be based on the following observation: The Z-
module structure of KG is isomorphic to its natural K' module structure via the canonical
isomorphism A'* ^ Z. Therefore, we can rewrite Atiyah -Segal formula in the following
way

X(KG(X)) = rankK.Kc(X)-rankK.Ko(X)

The generalization to elliptic cohomology of this expression is straightforward once we note
that, as £Wdi = 0, there is a decomposition of Bit' modules

£ttc{G) =
and we can define

x(£ira(x) ® Q =
With these conventions the main i ^sult of this section is:

c ® c "

Theorem (6.1). Let G be a finite group. Then the Euler characteristic x(£tlG(X) ® C)
of the ring £tt.G{X) ® C is given by the formula :

® C) = ±-

where the sum is taken over aii tie triples gig^gz € Gsuch that0,-£, = gjg{, X
3i9iS* is the

space of common fixed points and x denote the ordinary Euler characteristic.

Note As £tt® C is a graded integral ring it has an associated graded "field" of fractions
F defined by inverting homogeneous elements, and

® C) = - rankr(£te'G(X) ® T)°

so we can work over this graded field. In the proof of the theorem there are two cases
to consider. The first one is the case X = pt. In this case, according to the conventions
on the degrees, ££(J ® C has no elements of odd degree therefore, what one really wants,
is to compute the rank of this ¥ graded module. Choose one pair of elements (31,32)
representing a conjugacy class, this defines an exact sequence of groups:

where H is the subgroup generated by (31,32). This map is ro(2)-equivariant, and the
stabilizer of (31,32) is equal to the subgroup T C Fo(2) that preserves L. As L is a
sublattice of Z2 this group T is a congruence subgroup. We can suppose in principle that
this congruence subgroup is of the type r(n)nro(2). Call F(n) the graded field of fractions
of £ee(T{n) n ro(2)) and (r) the graded field corresponding to Bt£(T).

In this case IF*, the set of elements of degree 0, corresponds to the field of elliptic
functions for Fo(2) and one knows [17] that it is a Galois extension of the field of elliptic
functions for TD(2) with Galois group P(T0(2)/{T(n) n ro(2)]), the projective version of
the group. In the general case, taking F-fixed elements and using Galois theory, we can
conclude that the cardinal #[(si,?2)] of the Fo(2) orbit of (31,32) is equal to 2<i!mFnIF0(r).
One is not only dealing with elements of degree 0, but the general case is handled by the
next lemma.

Lemma (6.2). Let R\R' be ai.d extension of graded integral rings where R' has only
elements of even degree and R has a. nonzero element r of odd degree. If F\F' is the
corresponding extension of the graded fieids of R and R' then F' is a free F- module of
nmk2\Gat{F'<>\F0)\.

Proof: One just have to note that if Xi,...,xB is a basis of F'° as F0-vector spaces then
xi, ...,!„, rxj, ...,rxn is a basis o f f as F-module Q.E.D.
To conclude the proof for the case of a point we just need to observe that by Galois
theory dimp£ttaF£tC(H) = #Hj2 and that we can get modular functions of degree
one for H from the functions s (a, b) considered in section 2. From this we conclude that

'V
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dimF£££o(X) ® F = #[(g,, g2)]. And

\Cn{G)\
\G\

_,ffi?2 =92g

l?2P3SUch t

i\Cn

latff,

For the second case it is convenient to enlarge the field F, call F<j the graded field of fractions
of £££{T{2\G\) n Fo(2)). The conventions on notation will be the clear generalization of
the ones used before. The convenience of the new field is shown by:

Theorem (6.3). Tiere is a natural isomorphism:

£WG(X) ® FG ® FG]C " ( G )

The sum is being taken over conjugacy classes in TG, Csg(G) denotes the set of elements
of G that commutes with gi and g?, and [. . . ] C " ( G ) denotes the C gg(G)-invariant part,

Proof: Define first homomorphisms

$ £U'H{X) ® FG

>̂ X is a map of H spaces and therefore, as we are working with

In the following way. Let H C G be the subgroup generated by (gu92) and let restg be
the restriction map:

The inclusion X^31-3^
cohomology, it induces:

The space XH is a trivial H-space so from results of section 5 applied to the cohomological
version of the theory we know that:

£U'H{XH) ® F c = £U{XH) ® F

So we get by composition a homomorphism:

. [£U*(X")® FG

f £ICH ® FG

FG)

At this stage we almost have the morphism. To conclude the construction note that each
pair (gt,92) defines by evaluation a homomorphism £t(}{{pt) —> £l£(2\H\) C fn- All of
these fields are included in FG SO we obtain a well defined morphism

^,...»> : Mo{X) ® FG -* (£U(X")

This kind of maps, have been used by Atiyah and Segal for K-theory [3] and by Baum,
Brylinski and MacPherson in cohomology [5]. Define ip = ©0(ji,jj)- It is not difficult
to prove that the fixed point functor X -+ JJW XH composed with a cohomology theory
defines an equivariant cohomology theory, so both sides of the formula are equivariant
cohomology theories. The way in which the map has been defined shows that it is a
transformation oi equivariant cohomology theories. We also know that for the case X = pt
it is an isomorphism. To check that this is indeed the general case we need to check only
that this is also true when X — G/H. Let suppose this is the case. Then by general results
we have:

Therefore from the analysis of the case of a point one finds that the dimension as a FG

vector space is equal to the number of commuting pairs in H. The other side of the formula

If [(ffi,fli)] n(H x H) = <b then (G/ff)^"'1 ' = 0, so there is no contribution. In the other
case we can take a representative (/i]/ij) € [(gi,9?)} H (Jf x /f) then

(G/tf)""*' ' = {gHJIM9 = 9h\ h2g = gh'2]

and the Cgs(G) invariant part is

{gH/f, hl9 = gh\ h2g = gh'3V9i e Cg3(G)g3g = gh'3)

The group H acts on [(M2)] n ( # x ff) by

{g-lhig,g-lhig) x fc l

The function gH —> {g~l h1g,g~1h2g) defines a surjective map (G/H )<»'•«) -* ([(gi,g2)]r\
H)/H and two elements gH, g'H goes two the same element if and only if they are in the
same Cig(G) orbit. This shows that

Recall that we made a choice of representatives in [(ffi,??)] so

|Cp,(G)ng|

Q.E.D.
The next lemma is a generalization to elHptic cohomology of a theorem of Atiyah [4]
that proves that the Chern character, considered as a ring homomorphism ch : K(X) -»
H'ven{X,C) © Hodd(X,€) is an isomorphism. During the proof of the lemma all the
cohomology theories involved will be considered as being Z-graded. m

1"
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Lemma (6.4). There is an isomorphism

Where H*{X, We) is cohomology with coefficients in FG-

Note: As ¥o is a field the universal coefficient theorem shows that H*(X,Fa) —
H'(X,C) ®c FG . The grading on Jf*(JC,FG) will be defined by:

ff " ( * , FG) = ®k&{Hk(X) ® (F£"*)}

Proof: Consider the formal group laws Fc,Ft over FG defined by Fc(x,y) = i + 1/ and
Fe to be the extension to FG of Euler's formal group law (see [1]) These formal groups
laws define the cohomology theories H"(X,¥a) and £££(X,¥G)- By the universality of
the formal group Saw of cobordism there exist two ring homomorphisms Ri : MU' —* FG,
2 = 1,2 defining the theories, in the sense that H'{X,WG) = MU(X) ®MV C ® FQ
and £££(X) ® F = MU(X) <?MU- £££ ® Fo where in the first case FG is considered as a
module over MU" via Ri and in the second case via R%. There is nothing mysterious in
these homomorphisms. In the first case is just the usual map defining cohomology plus
extension of scalars, and in the second is just the complexification of the usual elliptic
genus. As both formal group laws are defined over a C-algebra they axe isomorphic, i.
e. there exist an invertible formal power series c(X) = 5j n>o° n ' ^" ^ ^c[Pf]] s u c n that
FC(X,Y) — c~1(Fc(c(X),c(y))). This formal power series define a transformation of co-
homology theories [19] £££(X, ¥G ) -> H*(X, FG ) and the invertibility of the series implies
that both theories are isomorphic Q.E.D.
The periodicity of degree 24 in the ring FG induces a similar kind of periodicity in
H'(X, FG). If one defines a Z24 grading on H'{X, F) by:

The morphism described above together induces an isomorphism of Z24-graded theories
£te*(X,F) ~ H'(X,V). Finally:

dim¥a H""n{X, F) - dimfa Hottd{X, FG) =
12 11

Finally one only needs to observe that dirrifg M ® FQ = dimrM for all F vector spaces M.
Therefore the change of fields did not matter. The Euler characteristic x of the graded
ring H*(X(*li93l,C) " can be computed using Lefschetz fixed-point theorem [3] and
the result is:

1 =
1

Then

\G\ 2^ \C.JG)\

\G\ I-
1 < a. nn

Q.E.D.
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